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Every cell must eat, communicate with the world around it, and quickly respond 
to changes in its environment. To help accomplish these tasks, cells continually 
adjust the composition of their plasma membrane and internal compartments in 
rapid response to need. They use an elaborate internal membrane system to add 
and remove cell-surface proteins, such as receptors, ion channels, and transport-
ers (Figure 13–1). Through the process of exocytosis, the secretory pathway deliv-
ers newly synthesized proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids either to the plasma 
membrane or the extracellular space. By the converse process of endocytosis, cells 
remove plasma membrane components and deliver them to internal compart-
ments called endosomes, from where they can be recycled to the same or different 
regions of the plasma membrane or be delivered to lysosomes for degradation. 
Cells also use endocytosis to capture important nutrients, such as vitamins, cho-
lesterol, and iron; these are taken up together with the macromolecules to which 
they bind and are then moved on to endosomes and lysosomes, from where they 
can be transported into the cytosol for use in various biosynthetic processes.

The interior space, or lumen, of each membrane-enclosed compartment 
along the secretory and endocytic pathways is equivalent to the lumen of most 
other membrane-enclosed compartments and to the cell exterior, in the sense 
that proteins can travel in this space without having to cross a membrane as 
they are passed from one compartment to another by means of numerous mem-
brane-enclosed transport containers. These containers are formed from the donor 
compartment and are either small, spherical vesicles, larger irregular vesicles, or 
tubules. We shall use the term transport vesicle to apply to all forms of these con-
tainers.

Within a eukaryotic cell, transport vesicles continually bud off from one mem-
brane and fuse with another, carrying membrane components and soluble lume-
nal molecules, which are referred to as cargo (Figure 13–2). This vesicular traffic 
flows along highly organized, directional routes, which allow the cell to secrete, 
eat, and remodel its plasma membrane and organelles. The secretory pathway 
leads outward from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) toward the Golgi apparatus 
and cell surface, with a side route leading to lysosomes, while the endocytic path-
way leads inward from the plasma membrane. In each case, retrieval pathways 
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balance the flow of membrane between compartments in the opposite direction, 
bringing membrane and selected proteins back to the compartment of origin 
(Figure 13–3).

To perform its function, each transport vesicle that buds from a compartment 
must be selective. It must take up only the appropriate molecules and must fuse 
only with the appropriate target membrane. A vesicle carrying cargo from the ER 
to the Golgi apparatus, for example, must exclude most proteins that are to stay 
in the ER, and it must fuse only with the Golgi apparatus and not with any other 
organelle.

We begin this chapter by considering the molecular mechanisms of budding 
and fusion that underlie all vesicle transport. We then discuss the fundamental 
problem of how, in the face of this transport, the cell maintains the molecular and 

Figure 13–2 Vesicle transport. Transport 
vesicles bud off from one compartment 
and fuse with another. As they do so, they 
carry material as cargo from the lumen 
(the space within a membrane-enclosed 
compartment) and membrane of the donor 
compartment to the lumen and membrane 
of the target compartment, as shown. 
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Figure 13–3 A “road-map” of the secretory and endocytic pathways. (A) In this schematic roadmap, which was introduced in Chapter 12, the 
endocytic and secretory pathways are illustrated with green and red arrows, respectively. In addition, blue arrows denote retrieval pathways for the 
backflow of selected components. (B) The compartments of the eukaryotic cell involved in vesicle transport. The lumen of each membrane-enclosed 
compartment is topologically equivalent to the outside of the cell. All compartments shown communicate with one another and the outside of the 
cell by means of transport vesicles. In the secretory pathway (red arrows), protein molecules are transported from the ER to the plasma membrane 
or (via endosomes) to lysosomes. In the endocytic pathway (green arrows), molecules are ingested in endocytic vesicles derived from the plasma 
membrane and delivered to early endosomes and then (via late endosomes) to lysosomes. Many endocytosed molecules are retrieved from early 
endosomes and returned (some via recycling endosomes) to the cell surface for reuse; similarly, some molecules are retrieved from the early and 
late endosomes and returned to the Golgi apparatus, and some are retrieved from the Golgi apparatus and returned to the ER. All of these retrieval 
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CLASSICAL DYNAMINS

Dynamins that show sequence
homology to the protein
described in 1989 as ‘dynamin’, a
microtubule-binding protein.
For these classical proteins, the
homology extends over the
complete length of the protein
and they have five distinct
domains.

DYNAMIN-RELATED PROTEINS

Dynamins that lack one or 
more domains or have
additional domains that are not
present in classical dynamins.
Some of these proteins might be
functionally indistinguishable
from classical dynamins.

CLATHRIN-COATED VESICLE 

(CCV). Transport vesicles that
bud with the aid of a coat
protein known as clathrin.

CAVEOLAE

Flask-shaped invaginations of
the plasma membrane that are
coated with the protein caveolin.
Caveolae are endocytosed in a
clathrin-independent manner.
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is not close. So, Shibire, the dynamin-like protein in
D. melanogaster, and Arabidopsis thaliana dynamin-like
protein 6 (ADL6) are classical dynamins because they
have the same domain structure as mammalian
dynamin 1. It is clear that there might be further subdivi-
sions when more targeting domains are recognized.Our
classification is not based on function, and dynamins
from different families and with alternative targeting
domains might, therefore,have similar functions.

Overview of superfamily members
Classical dynamins. Mammalian dynamins 1, 2 and 3
are the founder members of the dynamin family. In
our nomenclature we call them ‘classical dynamins’
along with other large GTPases that have the following
five identifiable domains: GTPase domain, middle
domain, PH domain, GED and PRD (FIG. 2).
Mammalian dynamin 1 is brain-enriched, where it is
concentrated in the presynapse; dynamin 2 is ubiqui-
tous (including the brain); and dynamin 3 is found in
the testis, but is also brain-enriched and is found post-
synaptically9–11. Web pages have been written to com-
plement this review, giving more details on domains
and mutants of dynamin 1 (see Dynamin homepage in
Online links).

The single isoforms of classical dynamin in D. melano-
gaster and Caenorhabditis elegans are assumed to cover
the functions of the multiple isoforms in mammals.
Mammalian dynamins 1 and 2 have been shown to have
a role in scission of CCVs. In this process, the membrane
invaginates to engulf cargo into CLATHRIN-COATED PITS

(CCPs), which are eventually detached from the parent
membrane with the aid of dynamin.However,dynamin
also functions in the budding of caveoli, in phagocyto-
sis, in the formation of podosomes, and during actin
rearrangements and cytokinesis. These functions have
been reviewed elsewhere12–17, and so will not be discussed
further in this review. In vitro, dynamin assembles on
microtubules, but there is no convincing confirmation
of this interaction in vivo. The potential of the long
PRD, which is absent in the dynamin-related proteins
and in GBPs/atlastins, to interact with many SH3
domains (BOX 3) might give this protein its versatility in
working with disparate vesicle-budding pathways.

The exact function of classical dynamins will be the
subject of more discussion below, but they have been
described in vesicle budding as being responsible for the
constriction of the lipid neck, the FISSION of the lipids and
the regulation of the scission reaction. Whatever the
exact mechanism,dynamin certainly has the potential to
put energy into a thermodynamically unfavourable
reaction.

Dynamin-like proteins. Compared to our five-domain
definition for classical dynamins, Dlps are missing the
PRD. From yeast to humans, there is one Dlp homologue
per organism, and this is involved in mitochondrial
division18–25. There is strong evidence that Dlps
oligomerize into multimers and are likely to form
rings26–29. Sequence homology does not allow us to
define the region between the middle domain and the

which are involved in oligomerization and regulation
of the GTPase activity (FIG. 2). The GTPase domain
contains the GTP-binding motifs (G1–G4) that are
needed for guanine-nucleotide binding and hydrolysis
(FIG. 3). The conservation of these motifs is absolute
except for the G4 motif in guanylate-binding proteins
(GBPs; FIG. 3). The GTPase catalytic activity can be
stimulated by oligomerization of the protein, which is
mediated by interactions between the GTPase domain,
the middle domain and the GED. In many of the
dynamin-superfamily members, this basic set of
domains is supplemented by targeting domains, such
as: PLECKSTRIN-HOMOLOGY (PH) DOMAINS; proline-rich
domains (PRDs) that bind to SRC-HOMOLOGY-3 (SH3)

DOMAINS; or by sequences that target dynamins to spe-
cific organelles, such as mitochondria and chloro-
plasts. It should also be noted that alternative targeting
can arise as a result of alternative splicing8.

It is easy to find dynamin nomenclature confusing
because the various homologues and their domains
have accumulated various names, which, in some cases,
overlap. In BOX 2 we highlight some of the studies on
plant dynamin homologues, whereas in TABLE 2, we
group dynamin and dynamin homologues across
species on the basis of domain organizations. This
allows us to classify proteins that have similar target-
ing domains together, even if the sequence homology

Figure 1 | Dynamin-superfamily members in animals and plants. We have subdivided the
dynamin superfamily into ‘classical dynamins’ and ‘dynamin-related proteins’. Classical dynamins
(maroon) are typified by the dynamin proteins that function in the budding of clathrin-coated
vesicles (CCVs) at the plasma membrane, cleavage furrow, Golgi and endosome, but also in non-
clathrin-mediated budding events at caveolae and phagosomes. Dynamin-related proteins cover a
much wider range of dynamin homologues. Dynamin-like proteins (Dlps, grey) are involved in
division of organelles such as mitochondria and peroxisomes. The OPA1 (optic atrophy 1, red) and
mitofusin (yellow) families are also involved in reorganization of mitochondria, but probably in
mitochondrial fusion, and therefore antagonize the function of Dlp. The Mx family (pink) are induced
by interferons and confer resistance against RNA viruses. Human MxA localizes to the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum and also interacts with viral ribonucleoproteins. Plants contain many
different dynamin proteins (light green). Some of them have similar functions to those in animals (for
example, budding of CCVs), but others have functions that are unique to plants, such as formation
of the cell plate or chloroplast division (see main text). Mgm, mitochondrial genome maintenance 1.
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Figure 1
Dynamin assembly. (a) Schematic representations of dynamin helix in four different conditions: in solution,
on membrane templates, on membrane templates with BAR domains, and in vivo. The helical diameter is
identical in all conditions in the absence of GTP. However, the pitch is longer in the presence of BAR
domains and in vivo. (b) Crystal (top) and schematic (bottom) structures of a dynamin dimer (PDB ID:
3SHN). The proline-rich domain (PRD) is not represented. Monomers interact in a cross shape via their
stalk. (c) Schematic representations of a dynamin helix around a lipid tube ( gray). Radial (right) and
transverse (left) views show how dimers assemble into a helix. Abbreviation: BSE, bundling signal element.

Membrane elasticity:
physical property of
the lipid bilayer that
can be deformed (bent,
stretched, or sheared)
without breaking

The first machinery discovered to be involved in membrane fission was dynamin. Dynamin
is a 100-kDa GTPase that forms helical polymers around the membrane neck of nascent endo-
cytic buds at the plasma membrane (Figure 1a). This peculiar structure immediately suggested
a mechanism by which dynamin could drive fission: By constriction of the helix, the radius of
the neck could be reduced to the point at which the membrane would fuse onto itself and break.
Because early evidence of the role of dynamin in membrane fission came from mutants affecting
the GTPase activity of dynamin (16, 36, 82), GTP hydrolysis was thought to trigger this constric-
tion. This mechanism implies that dynamin generates enough force to curve the membrane to
radii close to the thickness of the bilayer (3–4 nm) and even further. Even though lipid membranes
are highly flexible, attaining such high curvatures requires huge forces. Dynamin works against
membrane elasticity, and as discussed below, the role of membrane elasticity in dynamin-mediated
fission was recently shown to be essential (51).

Because lipid bilayers are fluid two-dimensional sheets, they can be stretched (area expansion
causing tension) or bent (shape changes perpendicular to the membrane, causing curvature). It is
difficult to stretch lipids apart, and lipid bilayers are usually considered as incompressible fluids
within their plane (the maximum area expansion before rupture is between 5% and 8%). However,
they are fairly easy to bend, easy enough such that Brownian movement of the surrounding fluid
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typical hydrogen bonds, energies vary between about 6 and 10 kBT, respectively.
Thus they can break and reform on a rather short time scale, yet fairly long for
a molecular simulation. As a consequence one usually deals in soft matter simula-
tions with systems of moderate size, i.e. usually less than about a million atoms,
however for very long time periods. We here give a short introduction related to
the many different approaches and concepts, which have been discussed during
the recent Faraday Discussion. A complementary introduction focusing on biopoly-
mers can be found in the Faraday Discussion 139.2

Molecular simulation approaches to soft matter problems that are determined by
a wide range of scales demand for an equally wide range of simulation methods at
various levels of resolution including a varying amount of degrees of freedom.3,4

A variety of quantum mechanical methods are used to address electronic/energetic
properties on a high-resolution microscopic level, however they are limited to short
length and time scales. Classical atomistic force field methods as well as particle-
based coarse grained approaches are capable of sampling microscopic to mesoscopic
scales. Especially the latter which is also able to access large conformational fluctu-
ations, yet these approaches still fail to cover many macroscopic phenomena. For
this, one needs to go beyond (purely) particle based approaches and use for example
the Lattice Boltzmann5 or DPD6,7 methods or other mesoscopic methods to include
hydrodynamic effects. Fig. 1 illustrates the characteristic different regimes and the
level of details the models include.

Many questions regarding soft matter systems can be studied with a single numer-
ical approach on a single level of resolution. However, when it comes to a quantita-
tive understanding of complex materials, approaches with a single level of resolution
do not frequently suffice since the different levels of resolution are more intimately
interwoven. ‘‘Multiscale simulation’’ refers to methods where different simulation
hierarchies are combined and linked to obtain an approach that simultaneously
addresses phenomena or properties of a given system at several levels of resolution
and consequently on several time and length scales. Multiscale simulation
approaches may operate in different ways in terms of combining the individual levels
of resolution: (i) in sequential approaches the simulation models on different scales
are treated separately by simply passing information (structures, parameters, ener-
gies etc.) from one level of resolution to the next, (ii) in hybrid simulations different
levels of resolution are present simultaneously, thus requiring direct interaction
between them, and (iii) adaptive methods allow for individual molecules to

Fig. 1 Examples for characteristic numerical models for various length and time scales in soft
matter systems.

10 | Faraday Discuss., 2010, 144, 9–24 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Abbildung 2: (links) Darstellung des für die Simulationen der Teilung eines Lipidzylinders verwende-
ten Systems. Um den über die Systemgrenzen periodisch fortgesetzten Zylinder wird ein den Dynamin-
Komplex repräsentierende Gürtel aus zwölf amphiphilen Scheiben gelegt, der die Membrandomänen
des Dynaminkomplexes darstellt und an einem bestimmten Radius gehalten wird. Die Lipide sind als
Linien mit schwarzem Kopf und grauem Schwanz abgebildet, und die Membrandomänen des Dynamins
als Kugeln, bei denen in der Abbildung Rot hydrophile und Grün hydrophobe Partikel kennzeichnet.
(rechts) Durchschnittlicher Zylinderradius in Simulationen des links abgebildeten Systems bei verschie-
denen, in der Legende angegebenen Radien des Dynamingürtels. Die Position des Dynaminkomplexes
ist dabei bei x = 0‡. Um eine mögliche Asymmetrie der erzeugten Krümmung zu überprüfen wurde
das System dabei stets so gedreht, dass der kleinste Radius auf der rechten Seite liegt.

Prozess-gesteuerte Strukturbildung

In der anstehenden Bewilligungsperiode möchten wir die String-Methode mit den neuen Ent-
wicklungen (siehe Abschnitt 2) anwenden, um Prozesse zur Herstellung von Netzwerkmor-
phologien in Blockcopolymeren zu entwickeln. Dabei stehen nicht, wie in der letzten Periode,
Drucksprünge im Vordergrund sondern photochemische Reaktionen, welche durch einen Licht-
puls die Segmenteigenschaften rasch umschalten. In diesem Fall erwarten wir, dass die Ketten-
konformationen nahezu im Gleichgewicht mit der augenblicklichen, lokalen Dichte sind. Daher
ist die lokale Dichte ein geeigneter Ordnungsparameter, und der Pfad minimaler Freier Energie
(MFEP) wird durch numerische Rechnungen im Rahmen der selbst-konsistenten Feldtheorie
berechnet. Dazu wird eine simultane Parallelisierung des Programms mittels MPI (über die
Stützpunkte des MFEP) und OpenMP (für die Berechnung einer Morphologie) verwendet.
Dies ermöglicht es mit der beantragten Rechenzeit nicht nur einen einzelnen Prozesspfad zu
untersuchen, sondern einige Variationen auszuloten, um die rasche Zustandsänderung zu op-
timieren und Pfade zu alternativen metastabilen Zuständen zu untersuchen. Die Ergebnisse
dieser Rechnungen werden mit Simulationen der Strukturbildung im Rahmen unseres weichen,
vergröberten Polymermodells verglichen.

Ein weiterer Gegenstand der Untersuchung soll der Einfluß von Kettendeformation auf die
Morphologie sein. Dazu werden wir die Strukturbildung in AB Multiblockcopolymeren aus
einer ungeordneten, gedehnten Schmelze betrachten. Nach dem Abschrecken unterhalb der
Ordnungs-Unordnungstemperatur formt sich eine lamellare Morphologie. Die Zeitskala zur
Ausbildung der internen Grenzflächen ist von der Ordnung der Rouse-Relaxationszeit eines
Blockes. Die Relaxationszeit der gedehnten Kettenkonformationen ist jedoch proportional zu
der Rouse-Relaxationszeit der gesamten Kette, und somit kann man durch Erhöhung der
Blockanzahl eine Zeitskalenseparation zwischen der schnellen Strukturbildung und der lang-
samen Konformationsrelaxation herbeiführen. Nachdem sich interne Grenzflächen gebildet ha-
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Figure 1
Dynamin assembly. (a) Schematic representations of dynamin helix in four different conditions: in solution,
on membrane templates, on membrane templates with BAR domains, and in vivo. The helical diameter is
identical in all conditions in the absence of GTP. However, the pitch is longer in the presence of BAR
domains and in vivo. (b) Crystal (top) and schematic (bottom) structures of a dynamin dimer (PDB ID:
3SHN). The proline-rich domain (PRD) is not represented. Monomers interact in a cross shape via their
stalk. (c) Schematic representations of a dynamin helix around a lipid tube ( gray). Radial (right) and
transverse (left) views show how dimers assemble into a helix. Abbreviation: BSE, bundling signal element.

Membrane elasticity:
physical property of
the lipid bilayer that
can be deformed (bent,
stretched, or sheared)
without breaking

The first machinery discovered to be involved in membrane fission was dynamin. Dynamin
is a 100-kDa GTPase that forms helical polymers around the membrane neck of nascent endo-
cytic buds at the plasma membrane (Figure 1a). This peculiar structure immediately suggested
a mechanism by which dynamin could drive fission: By constriction of the helix, the radius of
the neck could be reduced to the point at which the membrane would fuse onto itself and break.
Because early evidence of the role of dynamin in membrane fission came from mutants affecting
the GTPase activity of dynamin (16, 36, 82), GTP hydrolysis was thought to trigger this constric-
tion. This mechanism implies that dynamin generates enough force to curve the membrane to
radii close to the thickness of the bilayer (3–4 nm) and even further. Even though lipid membranes
are highly flexible, attaining such high curvatures requires huge forces. Dynamin works against
membrane elasticity, and as discussed below, the role of membrane elasticity in dynamin-mediated
fission was recently shown to be essential (51).

Because lipid bilayers are fluid two-dimensional sheets, they can be stretched (area expansion
causing tension) or bent (shape changes perpendicular to the membrane, causing curvature). It is
difficult to stretch lipids apart, and lipid bilayers are usually considered as incompressible fluids
within their plane (the maximum area expansion before rupture is between 5% and 8%). However,
they are fairly easy to bend, easy enough such that Brownian movement of the surrounding fluid
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Part'I:'Role'of'dynamin’s'constricDon'

Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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Dynamin’s'constricDon'as'a'cuff'potenDal'

Interestingly, also in the simulations with the spatially
extended cuff potential, the wormlike-micelle topology per-
sisted for over 1000s, and only ruptured aer the cuff potential
had forced its diameter to reduce to almost half a bilayer
thickness. Additionally, we performed three extended simula-
tions at constant cuff radius, starting from the congurations
depicted in Fig. 7B–D. In all of these simulations, the ssion
process did not proceed beyond forming the wormlike micelle
topology, which then persisted without further change for the
complete 8000s duration of the simulations.

The conformational change of the helical dynamin assembly
does not only constrict the membrane tube but goes along with
an elongation of the constricted region (a ‘popase’ model17). In

order to test if an additional elongation of the cuff potential, on
top of the constriction, will facilitate the rupture of the worm-
like micelle, we have performed a series of simulations, in
which we did not only reduce the cylinder radius of the cuff at
the dened speed but simultaneously extended its length so
that the area of the cylinder mantle remained constant. Fig. 8
(and also Fig. 21/ESI†) present the simulations with this setup.
Topologically, the ssion process proceeds along the two-step
mechanism that is identical to what we observed with the non-
elongating cuff potential and also the formation of the worm-
like-micelle topology (rst topological change) occurred at a
similar cuff radius as in the systems with the non-elongating
cuff potential. Importantly, however, the wormlike-micelle
connection ruptured at signicantly smaller constriction than
before. For comparison, we also performed simulations with a
non-elongating cuff while applying a tension of 0.01kBTs!2

along the tube axis (x-direction), which gave results very similar
to the simulations using an elongating cuff potential. Table 1
compiles an overview of the times and cuff radii, at which the
rst topological change from a tube to a wormlike micelle is
observed, i.e. the connectivity of the inner monolayer becomes
broken, and the times, at which the hydrophobic connection is
broken and ssion is completed.

We also analyzed the locations of the topological changes in
the simulations with the elongating cuff potential, and found
that both the rupture of the inner monolayer as well as the
rupture of the wormlike micelle did not occur directly at the very
edge of the constricted region but rather somewhere along its
length. Moreover, there was a correlation between the location
of the two topological changes within individual trajectories, i.e.
for the three simulation runs, we observed a remarkable prox-
imity between the points of rupture of the inner monolayer
(wormlike-micelle formation) and the outer monolayer (ssion).
In fact, the two locations were almost identical, as shown in
Fig. 9, which agrees with the rather short time span of less than
500s between rst local occurrence of a wormlike-micelle
topology and nal rupture (cf. Table 1).

In order to estimate the change in free energy involved in
creating the constriction before topological changes occurred,
we performed simulations at various, time-independent cuff
radii using a 2s long cylinder and recorded the average force, FP,

Fig. 10 Plot of the force Fp the cuff potential exerts in a direction
perpendicular to the cylindrical bilayer in dependence on the bilayer's
radius Rlip, and the free energy E of the created constriction. The length
lc of the cylindrical mantle around which the cuff potential is defined
was 2s. Shown are data for a tensionless lipid tube, and a tube for
which a tension of 0.01kBTs

!2 was applied in the x direction.

Fig. 11 Average force, hFi, that the cuff potential exerts on the cylin-
drical lipid bilayer in dependence on the position along the cylinder
axis, defined by the distance,Dx, from the cuff's center. The length lc of
the cylindrical mantle, around which the cuff potential is defined, is 2s,
and the cuff's radius was set to the values given in the key. Note that
the cuff's mantle ends at Dx ¼ 1s. The insets present projections of the
lipid coordinates into the x–r plane with the region subject to the
potential highlighted as gray shaded area.

Fig. 12 Particle densities in units of s!3 for tail (left) and head-group
beads (right). The cuff potential used a cylinder radius of 8s and a
cylinder length of 2s located at x ¼ 0s. The two markers used to
measure the bilayer thickness in the plot of the head-group density
have the same length.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Soft Matter, 2015, 11, 1464–1480 | 1471
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!  non-leaky fission through formation of a 
worm-like micelle (hemi-fission) intermediate 

!  very high free-energy cost (about 150 kBT) 
for the constriction. 

!  two free-energy barriers involved: (i) 
formation of the worm-like micelle; (ii) 
rupture of the micelle. 
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Hemi5fission'from'a'model'with'two'double5dynamin'rings'

Extended Data Figure 6 | Coarse-grained approach to modelling localized
membrane constriction by CxC-Dyn1. a, Schematic representation of the
geometry of the ring system used to produce local constriction of a prototype
membrane tube. Two pairs of rings are shown, each formed by two closely
juxtaposed rings (separated by a small distance Dx). The inner ring in each pair
has the radius r and the outer ring has a slightly larger radius r1Dr so that the
ring pair promotes creation of an hourglass membrane shape. The PHDs of
dynamin are represented as amphiphilic disks evenly distributed over the rings

with the centre of mass of each disk being restrained to a position on the ring
(marked by blue and orange points). Two overlapping disks (purple and
brown) attached to the right juxtaposed ring pair are shown. The orientations of
the disks are not fixed, so the normal to the disk surface (purple and brown
arrows) can have an arbitrary direction. b, Axial cross-section of a stable hemi-
fission intermediate, the cylindrical micelle, created by the ring system
shown in a. The rectangular box indicates the dimensions of the cylindrical
micelles (the diameter D and the length L).
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Δr'≠'0'

no'hemi5fission'intermediate'formaDon'

only'thinning'of'membrane'tube'
Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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Figure 1
Dynamin assembly. (a) Schematic representations of dynamin helix in four different conditions: in solution,
on membrane templates, on membrane templates with BAR domains, and in vivo. The helical diameter is
identical in all conditions in the absence of GTP. However, the pitch is longer in the presence of BAR
domains and in vivo. (b) Crystal (top) and schematic (bottom) structures of a dynamin dimer (PDB ID:
3SHN). The proline-rich domain (PRD) is not represented. Monomers interact in a cross shape via their
stalk. (c) Schematic representations of a dynamin helix around a lipid tube ( gray). Radial (right) and
transverse (left) views show how dimers assemble into a helix. Abbreviation: BSE, bundling signal element.

Membrane elasticity:
physical property of
the lipid bilayer that
can be deformed (bent,
stretched, or sheared)
without breaking

The first machinery discovered to be involved in membrane fission was dynamin. Dynamin
is a 100-kDa GTPase that forms helical polymers around the membrane neck of nascent endo-
cytic buds at the plasma membrane (Figure 1a). This peculiar structure immediately suggested
a mechanism by which dynamin could drive fission: By constriction of the helix, the radius of
the neck could be reduced to the point at which the membrane would fuse onto itself and break.
Because early evidence of the role of dynamin in membrane fission came from mutants affecting
the GTPase activity of dynamin (16, 36, 82), GTP hydrolysis was thought to trigger this constric-
tion. This mechanism implies that dynamin generates enough force to curve the membrane to
radii close to the thickness of the bilayer (3–4 nm) and even further. Even though lipid membranes
are highly flexible, attaining such high curvatures requires huge forces. Dynamin works against
membrane elasticity, and as discussed below, the role of membrane elasticity in dynamin-mediated
fission was recently shown to be essential (51).

Because lipid bilayers are fluid two-dimensional sheets, they can be stretched (area expansion
causing tension) or bent (shape changes perpendicular to the membrane, causing curvature). It is
difficult to stretch lipids apart, and lipid bilayers are usually considered as incompressible fluids
within their plane (the maximum area expansion before rupture is between 5% and 8%). However,
they are fairly easy to bend, easy enough such that Brownian movement of the surrounding fluid
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CompleDon'of'fission'via'rupture'of'the'hemi5fission'intermediate'

Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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requires'external'effects.'
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Part'II:'Pathway'and'free5energy'landscape'of'

rupturing'the'hemi5fission'state'

''''(Stability'of'the'hemi5fission'state)'
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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F (⇠) = �kBT lnPus(⇠)�W (⇠) + const.

non5ergodic'in'a'case'with'

large'free'energy'barrier'(>'

5'kBT).'

Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]

Free'energy'calculaDons:'with'explicit'reacDon'coordinates'
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"  Direct'sampling'in'a'conven3onal'ensemble'

F (⇠) = �kBT ln

Z
drne�H({rn})/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠] = �kBT lnP (⇠)� kBT lnZ(n, V, T )

P (⇠) ⇠ e�F (⇠)/kBT

⇠

P
(⇠
)

⇠
F
(⇠
)/
k B

T

⇠ :'reacDon'coordinate'

Sampling(problem'in'rare'event'

"  Biased'sampling'in'an'extended'ensemble'

Pfh(⇠) ⇠ e�F (⇠)/kBT eF (⇠)/kBT = O(⇠0)

#  Flat5histogram'method:'when'the'biased'potenDal'is'the'free'energy''

⇠

P
fh
(⇠
)

#  Umbrella'sampling:'enhancing'sampling'over'the'reacDon'coordinate'by'biasing'the'Hamiltonian'

Hus(r
n) = H(rn) +W [⇠(rn)]

F (⇠) = �kBT lnPus(⇠)�W (⇠) + const.

non5ergodic'in'a'case'with'

large'free'energy'barrier'

(e.g.'>'5'kBT).'

Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]

Free'energy'calculaDons:'with'explicit'reacDon'coordinates'
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"  Direct'sampling'in'a'conven3onal'ensemble'

F (⇠) = �kBT ln

Z
drne�H({rn})/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠] = �kBT lnP (⇠)� kBT lnZ(n, V, T )

P (⇠) ⇠ e�F (⇠)/kBT

⇠

P
(⇠
)

⇠
F
(⇠
)/
k B

T

⇠ :'reacDon'coordinate'

Sampling(problem'in'rare'event'

"  Biased'sampling'in'an'extended'ensemble'

Pfh(⇠) ⇠ e�F (⇠)/kBT eF (⇠)/kBT = O(⇠0)

!  Goal'of'the'method'is'to'obtain'F(ξ)'by'realizing'a'flat5histogram'of'P(ξ).''''

#  Flat5histogram'method:'when'the'biased'potenDal'is'the'free'energy''

#  Umbrella'sampling:'enhancing'sampling'over'the'reacDon'coordinate'by'biasing'the'Hamiltonian'

Hus(r
n) = H(rn) +W [⇠(rn)]

F (⇠) = �kBT lnPus(⇠)�W (⇠) + const.

non5ergodic'in'a'case'with'

large'free'energy'barrier'

(e.g.'>'5'kBT).'

⇠

P
fh
(⇠
)

Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]

Free'energy'calculaDons:'with'explicit'reacDon'coordinates'
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"  Direct'sampling'in'a'conven3onal'ensemble'

F (⇠) = �kBT ln

Z
drne�H({rn})/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠] = �kBT lnP (⇠)� kBT lnZ(n, V, T )

P (⇠) ⇠ e�F (⇠)/kBT

⇠

P
(⇠
)

⇠
F
(⇠
)/
k B

T

⇠ :'reacDon'coordinate'

Sampling(problem'in'rare'event'

"  Biased'sampling'in'an'extended'ensemble'

Pfh(⇠) ⇠ e�F (⇠)/kBT eF (⇠)/kBT = O(⇠0)

#  Flat5histogram'method:'when'the'biased'potenDal'is'the'free'energy''

#  Umbrella'sampling:'enhancing'sampling'over'the'reacDon'coordinate'by'biasing'the'Hamiltonian'

Hus(r
n) = H(rn) +W [⇠(rn)]

F (⇠) = �kBT lnPus(⇠)�W (⇠) + const.

non5ergodic'in'a'case'with'

large'free'energy'barrier'

(e.g.'>'5'kBT).'

⇠

P
fh
(⇠
)

Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]Pfh(⇠) ⇠ �kBT ln

Z
drne[�H(rn)+F (⇠̂)]/kBT �[⇠̂ � ⇠]

Wang5Landau'(WL)'sampling'

Monte'Carlo'simulaDon'

convenient'for'any'ensembles'

Metadynamics'

molecular'dynamics'simulaDon'

not'easy'for'grand5canonical'ensembles'

Free'energy'calculaDons:'with'explicit'reacDon'coordinates'
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A'pracDcal'recipe'for'Wang5Landau'sampling'

Goal:'to'derive'a'Metropolis'acceptance'criterion'in'Wang5Landau'sampling'in'a'general'sense.'

(1)'The'microscopic'state'distribuDon'in'Wang5Landau'sampling'

(2)'The'acceptance'criterion'from'detailed'balance'

pWL(�o

, ⇠

o

)acc(o ! n) = pWL(�n

, ⇠

n

)acc(n ! o)

acc(o ! n) = min


1,

pWL(�n

, ⇠

n

)

pWL(�o

, ⇠

o

)

�

1 = pWL(⇠) =

Z
pWL(�, ⇠)d�

pWL(�, ⇠) =
p0(�, ⇠)

p(⇠)
pWL(⇠) =

Z
pWL(�, ⇠)d� =

Z
p0(�, ⇠)

p(⇠)
d� = 1

?'

Example:''

Methodology:'

⇠ = E in'canonical'ensemble'
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NV T
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)
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)
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o

)
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1,

pWL(�n

, ⇠
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)
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, ⇠
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)

�
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1,
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⌦(N,V,E
n

)

�

Wang'and'Landau,'Phys.'Rev.'Lec.'86,'2050'(2001)'

Ganzenmueller'and'Camp,'J.'Chem.'Phys.'127,'154594'(2007)'

Microcanonical' ensemble' parDDon' funcDon' is'

obtained' from' WL' sampling' in' canonical'

ensemble.'

:'microstate'''''''''':'reacDon'coordinate'⇠�
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IdenDficaDon'of'suitable'reacDon'coordinates'

total'number'of'lipids'

#  Hysteresis'occurs'if'only'one'order'parameter'is'used.'

#  One'order'parameter'isn’t'sufficient.'
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#  A'second'order'parameter'is'idenDfied'as'the'inhomogeneity'of'parDcles'

along'the'cylindrical'axis.'

!  Grand5canonical'ensemble'

'''''(under'constant'membrane'tension)'
Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
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!  AssumpDon'
rupture'here'
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Free5energy'landscape'and'transiDon'path'
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ReacDon'coordinates'

"  ProjecDon'of'an'intrinsic'high'dimensional"free5energy'landscape'to'a'two'dimensional'one.'
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Effect'of'tension'on'free5energy'barriers'

!  The free-energy barrier of rupturing 
a hemi-fission intermediate is on 
order of tens of kBT, dependent on 
tension. 

!  Increasing tension reduces the 
free-energy barrier of rupturing the 
hemi-fission state. 
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0.71'''''''''''''''''''0.72''''''''''''''''''0.73'''''''''''''''''0.74'

''''''''''''''membrane'tension'[kBT/nm]'''''''''''''

line'density'of'lipid'[nm51]'

23.3''''''''''''24.4''''''''''''''25.5'''''''''''''26.6''''''''''''''27.7'''

tension:'0.739'kBT/nm' tension:'0.726''kBT/nm' tension:'0.712''kBT/nm'
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Free'energy'calculaDons:'without'explicit'reacDon'coordinates'

" String'method'for'minimum'free5energy'path'(MFEP)'

In"general,"iden3fying"suitable"reac3on"coordinates"is"very"challenging."

(1)'Theory'

(2)'Numerical'implementaDon'

!  Free'energy:'

E,'Ren,'Vanden5Eijnden,'J.'Chem.'Phys.'126,'164103'(2007).''

Müller,'Smirnova,'Marelli,'Fuhrmans,'Shi,'Phy.'Rev.'Lec.'108,'228103'(2012).'

!  A'path:''''''''''''''',''''''''''''''''''''.'''ms(r) 0 < s < 1

!  TransiDon'state:''dF [ms]/ds = 0

!  Step(1:(

!  Step(2:'re5parameterizaDon'of'morphologies'such'that'they'are'distributed'evenly'along'the'

string.'

�ms(r) = �µ(r|ms)�"
where m̂(r|{r}) denotes the order-parameter that is computed from the explicit coordinates, {r}, of the particle
configuration. In the large-⁄ limit, we compute the chemical potential according to

µ(r) = ”F
”m

s

(r) ¥ k
B

T⁄
e

m(r) ≠ m̂(r|{r})
f

umbrella

(10)

Similar techniques have been used for single-molecule studies and are termed “on-the-fly” string method [47, 48].
In the previous period we have generalized this numerical strategy by using the conserved density and the first
Rouse mode as order parameters (cf. Sec. 2.1). This was a challenge because the two order parameters are
qualitatively di�erent: (i) the density is conserved but the first Rouse mode is not and (ii) the density is a local
quantity that varies on the length scale of a (small) fraction of the molecular size, R

eo

, whereas the first Rouse
mode characterizes the overall shape of the molecule and varies on the length scale R

eo

.
This general computational strategy has many possible application and with the computer time at the JSC

we want to study the transformation path involved in membrane fusion and the ordering of block copolymer
systems. For each of the N

p

configurations along the string of morphologies we will compute the chemical
potential via field-theoretic umbrella sampling, Eq. (10), and the simulation of each individual configuration
can e�ciently employ 32 cores. Thus, a typical simulation run will use up to 1024 cores.

1.2.4 Single-chain and collective dynamics in mixed lipid membranes

We perform molecular dynamics simulations to measure the composition-curvature coupling and investigate its
molecular origin. We consider an extension of our solvent-free, coarse-grained model where lipids are represented
by linear chains consisting of N

A

beads for the hydrophobic tails and N
–

beads for their polar head groups.
We consider two kinds of lipids di�ering only in their head groups. For the first group (denoted by B-type)
N

A

= 12 and N
–

= N
B

= 4, and for the second one (denoted by C-type) N
A

= 11 and N
–

= N
C

= 5. The
total number of beads in a single chain (for both cases) is N = 16.

This model assumes that beads in a single chain are joint by spring-like forces defined through rest length
l
0

and spring constant k
s

. In order to control the sti�ness and configurational fluctuations of the chain it also
includes a bond-angle bending force with constant k

b

. Then, the bonded Hamiltonian for a single chain is
written as

H
b

k
B

T
= k

s

2

N≠1ÿ

i=1

(r
i,i+1

≠ l
0

)2 + k
b

N≠1ÿ

i=2

(1 ≠ cos ◊
i

) , (11)

where r
i,i+1

= |r
i+1

≠ r

i

| and ◊
i

is the angle between vectors r

i≠1,i

and r

i,i+1

.
The non-bonded interactions are incorporated through a third order expansion of the free energy in terms

of local densities for each molecular species:

H
nb

k
B

T
=

n◊Nÿ

i=1

”
–t(i)

Ëv
–—

2N
fl̄

2—

(r
i

) + w
–—“

3N
fl̄

3—

(r
i

)fl̄
3“

(r
i

)
È

, (12)

where Einstein summation convention is used over repeated Greek indexes (–, —, “, t(i) œ {A, B, C}, and where
t(i) stands for the species of bead i. Molecular weighted-densities appearing in this expression are defined as:

fl̄
m–

(r) = R3

eo

N

n◊Nÿ

i=1

w
m

(|r
i

≠ r|)”
–t(i)

, (13)

where w
m

(r), m œ {2, 3} are weighting functions. Expansion coe�cients v
–—

and w
–—“

can be directly re-
lated to five phenomenological coe�cients describing the thermodynamics of the system: the incompressibility
of the hydrophobic interior ŸN , the incompatibility between hydrophobic and hydrophilic beads ‰

th

N , the
incompatibility between di�erent head groups ‰

hh

N , the lipid density fl
coex

and lipid extension R
eo

. This
parameterization yields

11

iniDal'string'

MFEP' s'='0'

s'='1'

!  The' MFEP' is' defined' by' condiDon' that' the'

derivaDve'perpendicular'to'the'path'vanishes.'''

r?F [m] =
�F

�ms(r)
� dms(r)

ds

R
dr �F

�ms(r)
dms(r)

ds

R
dr

⇣
dms(r)

ds

⌘2 = 1
!'

F [ms] =

Z s

0
ds

Z
dr

dms(r)

ds

@F [ms]

@ms(r)

0'

tangent'term'along'the'path'

tangent'
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ApplicaDon'of'string'method'to'membrane'fusion'

Figure 3: Snapshots correspondes to the system with dw = 0.99 nm and (a) s = 0, (b) s = 0.28, (c)
s = 0.41, (d) s = 0.56, and (e) s = 1 along the string contour. With green color the hydrophobic beads
are shown and with red color the lipid backbone, head groups and solvent beads are not shown, the
snapshots are zoomed in to the region of two proximal leaflets. The corresponding hydrophobic density
profiles (projected on XY -plane) are depicted below.

symmetric 
asymmetric 
tension 

symmetric 
tension 

Figure 4: (a) Free-energy profiles for the system with about the same number of lipids in both leaflets
and dw = 0.99 nm, for the system with di�erent number of lipids corresponding to the hydration level
of each leaflet, and for the system under tension 70 mN/m with about the same water layer thickness
between membranes. (b) Free-energy profile for the system with dw = 0.96 nm and for the system under
tension 80 mN/m.

hemi-fission intermediate. The latter is an analog of stalk intermediate in fusion; (b) in the
second stage, external e�ects (due to conformational changes of dynamin triggered by GTP
hydrolysis) are imposed on the system to complete fission reaction. Nevertheless, there are
still (more important) questions to be answered for a complete understanding the whole fission
reaction. For instance, how stable is the hemi-fission state? This is a natural question to ask
after appreciating its role in bridging the two stages in fission. Next, the most interesting and
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The role of proteins on fusion and fission:  

Computer simulation of coarse-grained models 

Marcus Müller 

Institut für Theoretische Physik 

Georg-August-Universität Göttingen 
 

Motivation Research Goals 

Project Development 

Work Program 

References 

Collaborations 

Provide insights into collective phenomena that change 
membrane topology – pore formation, fusion, and fission –   

by computer simulation of coarse-grained models. 

•   Address relevant, large time and length scales. 

•   Intermediates are highly conserved and curved structures. 

•   Systematic variation of lipid and protein architecture. 

•   Free-energy landscape and Minimum Free Energy Path 
 (MFEP) accessible by simulation techniques. 

A12 (Hub): MFEP of pore formation (within SCFT) and devise 
strategies to overcome hysteresis in umbrella-potential sampling 

B01 (Salditt): Structure and thermodynamics of stalks as a function of 
hydration and in the presence of fusion peptides  

B02 (Grubmüller): computational techniques to obtain free-energy 
profiles of fusion processes, back-mapping from coarse-grained to 
atomistic models, validation of MFEP by committor analysis  

B04 (Steinem):  Impact of vesicle size on fusion efficiency and kinetics 

B08 (Janshoff): Experiments that investigate the influence of lateral 
tension, curvature, and external forces on membrane fusion  

B09 (Meinecke):  Role of proteins in the two steps of fission 

•  Fusion in pure and mixed membranes 
    How do membrane tension, dehydration, spontaneous curvature 
    determine the mechanism of fusion (axially symmetric vs stalk- 
    pore pathways)? 
•  Membrane curvature and constriction of contact zone 
    Compare fusion pathways of planar apposing membranes with 
    self-fusion of a small, highly curved vesicle. 
•   Investigation of the role of proteins 

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  Development of continuum models 

    To what extent can the effect of proteins be captured e.g. by  
    a local modification of elastic properties? 
•   Fission of membrane tubes 

    How does lipid composition influence the feature of fission?   
    How universal are protein-mediated processes? 
    What is the influence of geometry? 
    Which peptide properties or thermodynamic parameters facilitate 
    the reaction towards the stalk or the reverse, breaking of the    
    hemi-fission intermediate?  
 
 

Questions: 

•   What different fusion pathways exist?  

•   What are the barriers and transition states? 

•   How do pathways depend on lipid architecture and  
 membrane curvature and tension? 

•   How do fusion or fission peptides influence pathways? 

Rupture of hemi-fission state 
Membrane fission (Meinecke) 

The nanotube conductance characterizing stationary constriction pro-
duced by CxC-Dyn1 in the presence of GTP (Gn5 0.22 6 0.1) was
comparable to that produced by CC-Dyn1 (Gn5 0.27 6 0.05) in the
absence of nucleotide (Fig. 2a, b). Such tight membrane constriction is
traditionally associated with polymerization of a rigid helical scaffold
that, as with CC-Dyn1, prevents retraction of the underlying con-
stricted nanotube to the reservoir, and the accompanying increase in
the tube conductance21 (Fig. 3d, left). In contrast, the length of the
nanotube constricted by CxC-Dyn1 could be freely decreased in the
presence of GTP, seen as an increase in conductance (Fig. 3d, right).

This ‘weakening’ of the dynamin scaffold by GTP can be associated
with GTP-driven depolymerization and/or loosening of the scaf-
fold14,20. Indeed, addition of GTP to tubes produced by CxC-Dyn1
from giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) or supported bilayers
with excess membrane reservoir (SUPER) templates caused their
partial retraction, while they remained constricted (Fig. 3e and
Supplementary Video 3). Moreover, the GTPase activity of mem-
brane-bound CxC-Dyn1 (Fig. 3f) is significantly reduced relative to
WT- or CC-Dyn1, but its membrane binding is unaffected.
Importantly, CxC-Dyn1 is no longer released from membranes during
GTP hydrolysis (Extended Data Fig. 5b, c). Together, these data sug-
gest that although GTP induces depolymerization, the impaired
hydrolysis and enhanced membrane interactions of CxC-Dyn1 pre-
vent its release from lipid templates in the presence of GTP. The
resulting loosened scaffolds retain their curvature activity but fail to
produce hemi-fission, corroborating the notion that formation of this
fission intermediate requires a critical degree of dynamin oligomeriza-
tion, for example, a single rung of two-start helix21,22.

To test the generality of our findings that localized membrane con-
striction by a short membrane-inserting scaffold yields stable hemi-
fission but not complete fission, we applied coarse-grained computer
simulations previously used to analyse membrane fusion24,25, and more
recently dynamin-mediated membrane fission26. The main stages of
dynamin-driven fission were remarkably well reproduced in these
simulations by modelling simple constriction of a cylindrical lipid
bilayer using a system of amphiphilic disks arranged in rings26

(Extended Data Figs 6 and 7). Intriguingly, ring constriction could
not bring the simulations past the hemi-fission state26. To obtain
mechanistic insights into this disruption of the fission reaction, we
further analysed the structure and stability of the hemi-fission
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Figure 3 | CxC-Dyn1 displays enhanced membrane wedging activity and
altered scaffolding properties. a, Cartoon illustrating transmission of
transition-state BSE conformational information through the stalk to the PHD.
b, FRET between PHD Trp residues and dansyl lipids measuring the relative
membrane insertion of CC- and CxC-Dyn1 (average 6 s.d., n 5 3) (see
Extended Data Fig. 5 for complete spectra). F0 and F correspond to fluorescence
intensities of dansyl-labelled liposomes in the absence and presence of FRET
donors, respectively. c, Hydrophobic character of membrane insertion of
WT-Dyn1 (filled squares), CC-Dyn1 (filled circles) and CxC-Dyn1 (open
upward-pointing triangles) measured by resistance to salt extraction
(average 6 s.d., n 5 3). d, Differential behaviour of nanotubes to vertical
displacement of the patch-pipette depending on the nature/persistence of the
protein scaffold. Long scaffolds formed by WT- or CC-Dyn1 in the presence of
GMPPCP prevent retraction of the nanotube into the reservoir when
shortened, and hence there is no change in tube conductance (left). Short/
flexible scaffolds formed by CxC-Dyn1 in the presence of GTP allow free
movement of membranes back into the reservoir, with concomitant increase in
conductance (right). e, Addition of GTP to GUVs previously tubulated by
preassembled CxC-Dyn1 (3 independent experiments) promotes tubule
retraction towards the vesicle membrane. The tubules remain constricted
during retraction (see Supplementary Video 3). Images are inverted for clarity.
f, Concentration dependence and cooperativity of the assembly-stimulated
GTPase activity of WT-Dyn1 (filled squares), CC-Dyn1 (filled circles) and
CxC-Dyn1 (open upward-pointing triangles) measured on 100 nm L-a-
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2)-containing liposomes by
quantifying the release of inorganic phosphate (Pi) (average 6 s.d., n 5 3).
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Figure 4 | The two stages of dynamin-catalysed membrane fission.
a, Coarse-grained simulations revealed formation of a stable hemi-fission
intermediate (wormlike lipid micelle, middle panel) separating the two
different stages of membrane fission. Axial cross-sections of representative
snapshots from the simulation runs are shown. Localized radial constriction of
a membrane tube by a two-protein-mimetic ring system (effective radius
5–6 nm, inter-ring distance ,10 nm) triggered hemi-fission (red arrow). The
tilt characterizes the local membrane orientation imposed by the disks26 (see
Extended Data Fig. 6a for the ring description). The micelle intermediate
remained stable under simulation conditions (see Extended Data Fig. 7) unless
a moderate axial force was applied to cause its rupture, thus completing the
fission reaction (blue arrow). The rectangular box indicates the dimensions of
the wormlike micelle (,9 nm 3 5.5 nm). b, Model of distinct dynamin
activities and conformational changes mediating the two stages of dynamin-
catalysed membrane fission that are required to form the metastable hemi-
fission intermediate and then to drive full fission (see Extended Data Fig. 8).
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•   Apply advanced computational free-energy techniques to 
    study free-energy landscape of collective phenomena. 

•   Systematically investigate (i) the existence of different  

    MFEP for pore formation, membrane fusion and fission,  

    (ii) the dependence of the barriers and metastable states                  

        on the lipid characteristics (e.g., hydration interaction,                   
    membrane tension) and geometry (e.g., membrane     
    curvature), and (iii) how proteins influence the pathway  
    and rate of topology-altering shape transformations  
    within coarse-grained MARTINI and solvent-free model.  

•   Incorporate these particle-based simulation results on  
    protein-mediated topology-altering transformations into 
    continuum models. 
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" Model'for'lipid'membrane:'MARTINI'model'

!  Degree' of' dehydraDon' (thickness' of'
bilayers)'slightly'modifies'the'free5energy'

barriers.'

!  It' significantly' affects' the' stability' of' the'
stalk' morphology,' higher' dehyraDon'

favors'formaDon'of'the'stalk'state.'
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Summary'

" Role'of'dynamin’s'constricDon'in'fission'

$  The'constricDon'model'using'a'cuff"poten3al'gives'rise'to'quite'large"free"energy"cost'

for'constricDon'even'before'a'topological'change'occurs.'

" Free'energy'landscape'of'rupturing'a'hemi5fission'state'

$  Two'suitable'order"parameters'has'been'idenDfied.'

$  Two5dimensional' free5energy' landscape' is'

calculated.'

$  Increasing' membrane' tension' lowers' the' free5

energy'barrier.'

Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Molecular simulations of the hemi-fission and
fission transformations. The red box shows a representative sequence of
simulation snapshots (axial cross-sections) demonstrating the formation of the
stable hemi-fission intermediate26. Radial constriction of a membrane tube
resulted in reversible closure of the tube lumen, that is, flicker26, followed by
formation of a stable cylindrical micelle structure. The blue box summarizes the
simulation runs exploring the stability of the hemi-fission intermediate and its

rupture. The top part shows stable structures corresponding to the constrained
intermediate (left, taken at zero tension) and the unconstrained intermediate
(right, taken at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension). The bottom part shows the rupture
of the intermediates by 0.6 dyn cm21 tension (left and right) or by elongation of
the ring system at 0.06 dyn cm21 tension (middle). The characteristic times
for the rupture are indicated near the corresponding blue arrows.
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$  The'more'“realisDc”'model'using'double'dynamin" rings' leads' to'a' formaDon'of' the'

(meta)stable'hemi'fission"intermediate.'
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